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The Town of Erie, Colorado, held a Governing Body Retreat on May 15th and
16th, 2020. The retreat was planned and facilitated by The Novak Consulting
Group, now a part of Raftelis.

Day One
Introductions & Expectations
The retreat began with the Mayor, Mayor Pro Tem, Board of Trustees, Town Administrator, and
Deputy Town Administrator introducing themselves and sharing expectations that they have for the
retreat.
• Discuss and update priorities
• Develop a working agreement for how we’ll work in meetings and move forward
• Make a commitment to each other and to citizens to do our best for the Town of Erie
• Try to put any agendas aside (if there are any) and do our best for our citizens by working
together
• Work with a common sense of principles, as they relate to trust, collaboration, integrity
• Focus on short-term (tactical) and long-term (strategic)
• Discuss future communications with each other and the Town in a unified voice to minimize
confusion
• Get to know and understand what everyone brings to the collective in terms of perspectives
and values and how they fit together to serve our Town
• Be efficient when we’re together
• Facilitate openness and teamwork
• Set expectations between new and returning board members
• Be more forward-looking and less operational
• Ensure alignment between Town staff and Trustees
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Governing Together
The Mayor and Board of Trustees were asked to explore a series of questions about what it means to
govern together.
• What does good governance look like to you?
• What values are important to you in governing?
• What is important to remember when your position is the prevailing decision, and what is
important to remember when your position is not the prevailing decision?
• What type of relationship do you hope to have with your colleagues on the Board of Trustees?
• What type of relationship do you hope to have with the Town Administrator and Staff?
• What do you hope this governing body will be known for?
The responses are captured on the following graphic map and are transcribed within the table below.
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Governing
Together Questions

Responses
•
•

What does good
governance look
like to you?

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
What values are
important to you in
governing?

•
•
•
•
•
•

What is important
to remember when
your position is the
prevailing decision,
and what is
important to
remember when
your position is not
the prevailing
decision?

•
•
•
•
•

Respect, us not becoming the experts on everything but relying on staff
experts who can advise and provide guidance.
The ability to find balance. The ability to weigh all the
evidence/pros/cons and all aspects of a decision to find a solution that’s
best for the majority.
Establishing trust.
Clear, openly communicated process. Respectful accountability and
transparency.
Differences of opinions where people value those differences.
Balancing rights and figuring out whose rights apply at a particular time.
Some people may be unhappy, but you hope to weigh the evidence as
presented to you, to make it as palatable as possible. Making tough
decisions.
Doing the right thing instead of the easy thing; having enough
information/data/evidence, so that we can actually do the right thing.
Open communication with each other and residents, respect, integrity.
Always watching the big picture, decisive, fair.
Everything starts with integrity; if you don’t have that, you have nothing.
Understanding of the facts; people have opinions, but facts are facts.
Access, as a body; we’re meeting people where they are – being
communicative, responsive, and responsible to residents.
Respectful of other people and differences.
Principles, respecting others, understanding differences; important for
people to present themselves as they are and be who they say they are.
Being accountable to what you believe in.
Integrity, respect, difference between listening and hearing – want to
really listen.
One of many decisions – we’ll all be on both sides. This is for the Town
and not for us as individuals. Don’t need to hop on Board with decisions
if you don’t agree – not okay to be out there actively undermining.
Prevailing – not everyone won. Maybe the prevailing decision has been
made, but not everyone agreed. Not everyone will come along. When
not prevailing, need understanding and acceptance – don’t want to bad
mouth decisions.
Humility, sense of understanding for where others are coming from.
Remembering to work with people from where they’re coming from,
understanding the larger context.
Being respectful of others, humility, respect for the visions of others,
working together where possible.
Humility, not good to gloat and not good to undermine. Understanding
that it’s okay to not agree with everyone. There are ways to respectfully
disagree.
If the decision hasn’t been arrived at based on a preponderance of
evidence, you’re doing a disservice to those who dissented because it
makes it harder for them to come to the majority side. Once a decision
has been made, the goal is that we stand behind the decision as a group.
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•
•
What type of
relationship do you
hope to have with
your colleagues on
the governing body?

•
•
•
•
•

What type of
relationship do you
hope to have with
the City
Administrator and
Staff?

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
What do you hope
this governing body
will be known for?

•
•
•

•

Friends, mentors.
Respectful, honest, open – where we’re all as open with each other as
possible, and when we speak, it’s honest and on our faces.
One that is on a personal level, understanding each other and
backgrounds.
Establish a personal relationship where I feel like I can say that I’ve
gotten to know my colleagues and Staff on more than just a Town-issues
basis – where they’re coming from and what’s driving their decisions.
Knowing people on a personal level, how we’re approaching different
areas.
Don’t be a jerk.
Positive (not negative on each other), appropriate push-back when
necessary from Staff. Staff need to help communicate information and
provide updates, so that we never even need to micromanage because we
know it’s working.
Trusting, helpful – a symbiotic relationship.
One of mutual trust, understanding, and patience.
Would like to be really close to Staff; regular interactions, where we
understand their needs and how we can help them in accomplishing
goals and Trustee priorities.
Accountability – don’t want to micromanage Town staff; directing things
through Malcolm is important and being conscious about making sure
that everyone’s on the same page.
Though the connection be thin, it’s one connection between the Board to
the Town Administrator to the Staff – don’t want to operate outside the
system or subvert the chain of command. Need to empower the Town
Administrator to deal with issues and deal with his Staff.
Creative solutions, efficiency. Government has a reputation, and we
want to show our community that we’re working for each other.
Pushing Erie forward – successful navigation of issues.
Lots of vitriol out there, locally and nationally, but want to be known for
being honest and trying to do the right thing and what’s best for
everyone.
Being open, trusting, and proactive in working with people in our town
and with each other.
Being respectful of each other, the Town, Staff, and working together.
Not known for – some boards are better when people’s names aren’t in
the headlines. Just here to help, want to make sure we continue on,
doing the things that people feel are important to them, with a solid
balance sheet.
We (and the Town) survive COVID-19. That’s it. That’s what I want us
to be known for.
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Governing Body Roles and Effectiveness
In 2016, Julia Novak and Dr. John Nalbandian identified six roles that the Mayor and Board of
Trustees must fulfill as the governing body. We discussed how each person approaches these roles and
how that contributes to (or detracts from) group effectiveness, the approximate amount of time that
each person spent on each role, and examples of activities that fall under each role. Participant
responses are captured on the following image.

The Facilitator engaged the Board in a discussion regarding examples of the body’s activities and
responsibilities in each role.
• Community Building Activities: Serving as liaisons to Boards and Commissions,
participating in community events, being aware of neighborhood issues, maintaining a
physical/virtual presence, convening different groups/issue events/community meetings
• Strategic Vision: Comprehensive planning, participating in stakeholder meetings, learning
• Trustee/Steward: Research, crafting thoughts to be shared and meeting preparation,
advocating for the community to outside entities
• Constituent Advocate: Being responsive (emails, phone calls, coffee meetings, etc.), passing
information to Staff, acting as a liaison
• Decision-Making: Participating in and preparing for City Council meetings
• Oversight: Maintenance of the City
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Ideal Governing Body Member
We enter every relationship and engagement with certain expectations, many of which go unstated.
This exercise considered how different groups (the public, the Staff, and Board colleagues) might
describe an “ideal” member of the Board of Trustees.
The responses are captured on the following graphic map and are transcribed within the table below.
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The Public is looking for…

The Staff is looking for…

Smart
Does the right thing
Respectful
Fight for me
Receptiveness
Team player
A voice
Clear dates and calendars
No surprises
Empathy for my
problems/conflicts
Provide essential needs at
reasonable costs (water,
utilities)
Early proactive
communication
Problem-solving
The ability to move past
things/future-focused
Responsible with my tax
dollars
Responsiveness

No surprises
Competence
Strong vision
Quiet
Clear direction
Approval
Team player
Friendly
Trusting

My Board Colleagues are
looking for…
Respect
Respect
Respectful
Mutual respect
Brings their expertise
Engaged
Affirmation/understanding
Thoughtfulness
No grandstanding

Clear central communication

Down to earth (no ego)

Clear strategic vision

Works toward common
resolution

Gives clear direction

Calm

Gives clear direction

Thoughtful

Respectfulness

Relatable

Doesn’t do their job

Intelligent

Doesn’t micromanage my work
Doesn’t burden me with too
many tasks
Recognition

Direct

Communicates

Transparent

Transparent
Accessible information
Clear communication and
digestible language
Communicative
Accessible information
Communicates

Ask before concluding
Knowledge of who to ask
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True Today – True in Ten Years
The Board was asked to share their responses to two questions:
• What is true about Erie today that you hope will still be true in ten years?
• What is not true about Erie today that you hope will be true in ten years?
True today – still true in 10 Years
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreation opportunities are a major part of
a resident’s life
Focus on quality parks and recreation
opportunities
Trails and parks/outdoor amenities
Passionate residents
Engaged residents
We have awesome local businesses
Our town supports residents, local
businesses, and seniors’ needs
Erie is constantly evolving and improving
Fireworks and balloons
Mix of suburban and retail living
A good place to raise a family
Great place to raise a family
Heart of small town
Fantastic community events that bring all
residents together for fun and socializing
Striving to reach its potential
I can walk my kid to school
Neighbors interact, play, help each other,
and enjoy their neighborhood
Architectural look of Brigg Street
Safe
Strong/caring Town staff
Healthy general fund reserves

Not true today – hope it will be true in 10
years
• Not diverse enough, racially, culturally, and
socio-economically
• Diverse community (people, housing, retail,
recreation)
• Business Park
• Commercial revenue supports the majority
of the budget
• Development of I-25
• Substantial offerings of unique, high-quality
retail
• Strong retail/commercial
• Development of I-25 is underway and
brings a lot of interest to Erie
• High-quality multi-modal transportation
system
• More round-a-bouts
• We are unified with a shared mutual
respect
• Oil and gas is gone
• No oil and gas
• Environmentally sustainable
• We are a renewables/solar efficiency
community
• We have diverse, affordable, energyefficient, lifespan housing and diversity
• Water rates decrease and HOAs no longer
water ragweed
• Balanced revenue
• Economically sustainable
• One county
• Home rule
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Closing
When the day came to a close, each person was invited to share their feelings about the day’s activities.
• We have a lot in common (some nuanced differences but a lot in common), and we need to
remember that as we move forward.
• It’s positive that everyone is here, engaged, and participating.
• I’m grateful to see this group, which is representative of the community and intelligent, and I
don’t feel the same tension that I’ve felt in the past.
• I want us to concentrate on the things we share, especially when we’re on the wrong end of a
6-1 vote.
• We need to continue to show respect. We didn’t really address any contentious topics today,
but we will. Saying things is easy; doing them is harder.
• We have an opportunity to start anew – to have a shared intellectual foundation that we’re
starting from, and that can help us to overcome a lot of things. This will help us to get where
we need to.
• Any opportunity where we can all get together allows us to get to know personalities, people,
and also understand our different perspectives is good.
• It’s a matter of getting used to and engaging in healthy discord. I don’t want to be an echo
chamber where we all agree – we all need to bring things to the table and challenge in a healthy
way. The discussion that gets us someplace should be vigorous and properly represent the
diversity of the community.
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Day Two
Check-in
On the second day, participants were asked to comment on what they liked about the previous day’s
session and what could be better.
• Stayed on time and finished early
• Stayed on point (with some flexibility)
• Liked the hands-on activity
• Seeing it come together at the end was good
• Liked that everyone contributed and the focus on respect

Focus Areas
The results of the True Today – True in Ten Years exercise were categorized into the following Focus
Areas:
1. Attractive Community Amenities
2. Engaged and Diverse Communities
3. Prosperous Economy
4. Well-Maintained Transportation Infrastructure
5. Small Town Feel
6. Safe and Healthy Community
7. Effective Governance
8. Environmental Sustainability
9. Fiscal Responsibility
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Individual Priorities
The Mayor, Mayor Pro Tem, and Trustees were asked to each present three priorities for the next
year. Those priorities were then categorized into the following focus areas:

1
2

Focus Area
Attractive Community
Amenities
Engaged and Diverse
Community

Priority
Expand outdoor recreation opportunities to provide safe
options due to pandemic
Improve communication and outreach efforts

3

Prosperous Economy

4

Well-Maintained Transportation
Infrastructure

5

Small Town Feel

6

Safe and Healthy Community

7
8

Effective governance
Environmentally Sustainable

9

Fiscally Responsible

Develop a plan to double sales tax revenue over the next
four years
Economic development (Town center, Nine Mile, and
general business support due to COVID impacts)
Build an economic growth plan that is achievable with
clear outcomes
Economic development
Focused, attainable, affordable, sustainable, life span
housing (smart growth, T.O.D.)
Opportunities for primary employment (business park)
Small/local business cultivation and support
To help local businesses thrive
Plan and start construction of traffic/infrastructure
improvements
Better roadways (improvements to two-lane roads,
connecting areas of Town in Master Plan)
Survive COVID-19
Work with Boulder and Weld Counties to stand up a
local testing, contact tracing, and isolation plan that is
effective and highly responsive
No more oil and gas
Complete and adopt new oil and gas regulations
Sustainability – oil, gas, and water
Execute on the Sustainability Master Plan
Solidifying our budget for both short and long-term
activities
Minimized budget and health impacts
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Individual Priorities Mapped to the 2020 Work Plan
Individual priorities were mapped to the Town Administrator’s 2020 Work Plan. Individual priorities
are “cared for” by the Work Plan priorities listed below (the 2020 Work Plan Activities are included
as Appendix A).
Focus Area
1
2

3

4

6

8
9

Attractive
Community
Amenities
Engaged and
Diverse
Community

Prosperous
Economy

WellMaintained
Transportation
Infrastructure

Safe and
Healthy
Community

Individual Priority
Expand outdoor recreation opportunities to
provide safe options due to pandemic
Improve communication and outreach efforts
Develop a plan to double sales tax revenue over
the next four years
Economic development (Town center, Nine Mile,
and general business support due to COVID
impacts)
Build an economic growth plan that is achievable
with clear outcomes
Economic development
Focused, attainable, affordable, sustainable, life
span housing (smart growth, T.O.D.)
Opportunities for primary employment (business
park)
Small/local business cultivation and support
To help local businesses thrive
Plan and start construction of
traffic/infrastructure improvements
Better roadways (improvements to two-lane
roads, connecting areas of Town in Master Plan)
Survive COVID-19
Work with Boulder and Weld Counties to stand
up a local testing, contact tracing, and isolation
plan that is effective and highly responsive
No more oil and gas
Complete and adopt new oil and gas regulations
Sustainability – oil, gas, and water

Environmentally
Execute on the Sustainability Master Plan
Sustainable
Solidifying our budget for both short and longFiscally
term activities
Responsible
Minimized budget and health impacts
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9, 14
New Work Plan
Priority
1, 3, 27
3, 25, 26, 27
1
1
3,17
27
1, 3, 22, 41
1,3 22, 41
4, 15, 26
4, 15, 26
24
24
10
10
10
18
25
24
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2020 Work Plan
Activities from the Town of Erie 2020 Workplan were also discussed. Those activities were then
categorized into the Focus Areas, as follows:

1
2

Focus Area
Attractive Community
Amenities
Engaged and Diverse
Community

2020 Work Plan Priority
Recreational biking opportunities
Affordable housing

3

Prosperous Economy

4

Well-Maintained Transportation
Infrastructure

5

Small Town Feel

6

Safe and Healthy Community

7

Effective governance

8

Environmentally Sustainable

9

Fiscally Responsible

Economic development: vision, plan, SB incentives,
deregulation, and partnerships
Broadband options
Implement Downtown parking action plan
Nine Mile implementation
I-25 Development Plan B
Impact Fee Study (update classifications)
Development Review and Building Fees Update
Economic Development Partnership Coordination
Street maintenance action plan
Traffic planning and mitigation (Multi-Year Issue)
Focused public transit advocacy
Town Center/Old Town action plan (Multi-Year Issue)
Prep for 2021 Comp Plan Update
Oil and gas updated policy and regulations
COVID-19 Response (Staff safety, new policies,
procedures, and processes)
PD Staffing
5-year Hazard Mitigation Plan w BoCo and Weld Co
Building permit efficiencies
UDC Changes
Comcast Franchise Agreement
5-year Staffing Plan
IT Network Penetration and Network Security Analysis
New Board Training
Long-Range Facilities Plan
Pay Equity Study and Implementation
Execute on the Sustainability Master Plan
Single hauler trash, recycling, and composting
Capital Projects (other than streets) action plan
Parks and Transportation long-term funding plan
Financial Downturn Analysis, Plan Development, and
Implementation
Utility Rate Study
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Parting Thoughts/Adjourn
Each person shared a parting thought as they adjourned for the day:
• Malcolm – I’m feeling good, even better than when we started. Clear direction, helpful
structure, good strategic planning, good teamwork – a good session.
• Bill – It was great to have the opportunity to sit next to each other and talk.
• Ari – Appreciate everyone’s involvement. Lots of mutual respect; excited to move forward.
• Sara – I’m excited!
• Christiaan – We have a lot of good ideas, but they haven’t been executed yet. Really want to
make good progress over the next two years.
• Farrell – I’m feeling grateful and optimistic that we’re on track.
• Adam – I agree with everything that’s been said so far.
• Brandon – Enlightening and somewhat overwhelming. Appreciate all the input. Despite our
differences, we’re excited to move forward.
• Mayor – This group is passionate, smart, friendly. Doing the expectations upfront was great
because they set the norms in our mind; starting contentious discussions with that kind of a
framing is useful as a check and a way to get back on track in the future.
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Appendix A: 2020 Work Plan Priorities
The following table lists the Town Administrator’s 2020 Work Plan Priorities. Some priorities have
already been completed or deferred to future periods.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Work Plan Priority
Economic development: vision, plan, SB incentives, deregulation, and partnerships
Street maintenance action plan
Town Center/Old Town action plan (Multi-Year Issue)
Traffic planning and mitigation (Multi-Year Issue)

Building permit efficiencies
Online permitting system (3)
UDC Changes
8 Prep for 2021 Comp Plan Update
9 Erie Community Park, Clayton Park, Disk Golf Course Construction
10 Oil and gas updated policy and regulations
11 Capital Projects (other than streets) action plan
12 Home Rule Charter Commission/Home Rule Charter election (Multi-Year Issue)
13 Single hauler trash, recycling and composting (4)
14 Recreational biking opportunities
15 Focused public transit advocacy
16 Town Events strategic plan
17 Affordable housing (5)
18 Sustainability master plan actions
19 Service provider right-of-way maintenance
20 Broadband options (Need to clarify objective)
21 Move to coordinated elections (6)
22 Implement Downtown parking action plan
23 Parks and Transportation long-term funding plan
24 COVID-19 Response (Staff safety, new policies, procedures, and processes)
25 Financial Downturn Analysis, Plan Development, and Implementation
26 Nine Mile implementation
27 I-25 Development Plan B
28 Impact Fee Study (update classifications)
29 Development Review and Building Fees Update
30 Comcast Franchise Agreement
31 2020 Work Plan Update with New Board
32 Economic Development Partnership Coordination
33 5-year Staffing Plan
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34
35
36
37
38
39

IT Network Penetration and Network Security Analysis
PD Staffing
New Board Training

Long-Range Facilities Plan
Utility Rate Study
5-year Hazard Mitigation Plan w BoCo and Weld Co
40 Pay Equity Study and Implementation
41 Erie Small Business Emergency Relief Grant Program
42 Enabling virtual meetings (equip & software upgrades, training)
43 Erie PD wants/needs (SRO needs/options)
44 Historic Preservation Advisory Board master plan
45 New packet requirements
46 URA legal representation
47 Municipal Election
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